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ColorSpec Product Safety 

Recall Procedure 
 

 

MotorActive is conducting a product recall of ColorSpec Base Coat CS300G Aerosol with 

batch number 508A or 521A or 524A or 533A and units of ColorSpec Caliper Hi-Temp 

CSCHT300G Aerosol with batch number 508A or 528A – Sold Exclusively through Super 

Cheap Auto 

 

 

 

The batch number appears on the top dome of the can which you can identify without 

removing the lid. These cans were sold between 17th March 2015 and 5th September 2015. 

Only aerosol cans in these batches are included in the recall. 
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CHECKING AEROSOL CAN INTEGRITY AND BATCH NUMBER 

 

At all times when handling the can ensure that the bottom of the can is pointing away 

from any person or animal.   

 

Do not shake the can! 

 

Carefully check bottom of the aerosol can. If the bottom of the can shows signs of bulging 

outwards put the can down in a secure cool place away from people and animals and 

contact MotorActive immediately (contact details can be found at the end of this 

instruction sheet).  

 

Otherwise check the batch number by holding the can at arms length and reading the batch 

number on the top dome area of the can. If your product has an affected batch number 

proceed to the next step. If your product does not show an affected batch number the 

product is safe to use. 

 

SAFE DEGASSING OF COLORSPEC AEROSOL CAN 

 

This procedure is designed to safely degas and depressurise the can to ensure it is safe to 

transport back to your local Super Cheap Auto Store. 

1. Take the can outdoors to a well ventilated area away from other objects. We 

recommend use of protective clothing, including gloves, safety/sun glasses and long 

sleeves/coveralls.  
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2. DO NOT SHAKE THE CAN. At arms length, turn the can upside down, ensuring that 

the bottom of the can is always pointing away from any person.   

 

3. With one hand holding the can upside down point the nozzle into an open carton or 

cardboard box and use your other hand to press the nozzle until all the gas is 

removed. If the can becomes excessively cold, stop, allow can to return to normal 

temperature, and repeat the process until the product is completely out of the can. 
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4. Replace the cap and return the product to a super cheap auto store for a refund.  

 

 

CONTACT DETAILS: If you have any questions regarding this recall contact MOTORACTIVE 

ON 1800 804 182 or email colorspecrecall@motoractive.com.au 
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